Cal's looks more modern — will add for
Armand & Pujo's Hist of the Bush & F 8 v 40 F
Thiers' Hist of the RF 10 v 50 F (+ the Ath
of the RF 1 vol 32 mps) 16 F + similar with Consulat
& Empire by Thiers, Lacock's Hist of Europe,
Encyclopedia modern 25 v 0 3 60 pr vol.

— Autres div. beginning with A Dumas, Sue
Balzac, Ch. Baudelaire, Vandallurich, P. de Koch
Pigaut, Lebron, Jacobs, etc., Scott, Cooper
Marryat, Perrin.
— Romance & all the other families, ind 10 50
4 v 3 30 Sand

— Revue is all fiction
— chef d'oeuvre de la litt fr. Gr 1 15 22

Poésie
Prononc. This latter section
[Handwritten note]